
 
 
Postdoctoral Scholar position 

 
Area:   History of Medicine (history of neuroscience & psychiatry)  
Duration:   2 Years (potential for 3rd year)   
Start Date:   September 1, 2014  
Salary:   Commensurate with Experience 
 

 
The Department of Community Health Sciences in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Calgary is 
accepting applications for a Postdoctoral Fellow in the History of Neuroscience & Psychiatry for a research 
project funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR). 
 
Job Description: 
The UofC has an active research and educational community in the wider field of the science studies (programs 
in the History of Medicine and Health Care, History and Philosophy of Science, as well as Science and Technology 
Studies).  The successful applicant will work with a team of historians and science scholars based in the Faculty of 
Medicine with strong links to the Faculties of Arts/Science/Nursing, the Calgary Institute for the Humanities, the 
Hotchkiss Brain Institute, and the Institute for Public Health.  The applicant will help to advance the groups’ 
historiographical research program and engage with (inter)national collaborators to examine the impact of 
émigrés physicians and researchers in North American neuroscience.  The research program is aligned with 
current work to investigate the impact of the forced migration of German-speaking émigré psychiatrists, 
neurologists and basic brain researchers in Canada and the USA (see: www.homhcp.ucalgary.ca).   

The successful candidate will teach 1 course per term in an area related to the History of 
Medicine/History/History and Philosophy of Science and contribute 40% of her/his time to research, data-
banking, and publication activities of the research program.  Participation in the ongoing seminars and lecture 
series of the program is also required.  All other time, she/he can devote to her/his grant-writing activities, 
publications, and collaborations.   

 
Qualifications: 
Applications are invited from recent PhD graduates (<3 years from degree) in history/sociology/STS/ 
philosophy/anthropology/classics with a demonstrated background in history of medicine/science/neuroscience 
and interest in the subject of the local research program.  International applications are likewise strongly 
encouraged. Data-banking experience and additional knowledge of German, Hebrew, Polish, or French is 
appreciated; and demonstrated experiences with oral history methodology would be an advantage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.homhcp.ucalgary.ca/


 
 
Application details:   
Review of applications will begin April-30, 2014 continuing until successful recruitment (anticipated start date: 
Sept-1, 2014).  Applicants should submit a CV, a cover letter with statement of research experience, 2 writing 
samples (articles or books chapters), a brief outline of personal research interests along with 2 reference letters 
to: 

Dr. Frank W. Stahnisch, Associate Professor 
AMF/Hannah Professorship in the History of Medicine and Health Care 
Department of Community Health Sciences & Department of History 

TRW Building, Room 3E41, 3280 Hospital Drive NW 
Calgary, AB, Canada  T2N 4Z6 

 

Email applications (with all supporting materials) are preferred.  Applicants wishing more information are 
encouraged to contact Dr. Frank W. Stahnisch (fwstahni@ucalgary.ca) or Mrs. Beth Cusitar 
(bcusitar@ucalgary.ca). 

 
About the University of Calgary 
The University of Calgary is a leading Canadian university located in the nation’s most enterprising city. The 
university has a clear strategic direction to become one of Canada’s top five research universities by 2016, where 
innovative teaching and groundbreaking research go hand in hand, and where we fully engage the communities 
we both serve and lead. The strategy is called Eyes High, inspired by our Gaelic motto, which translates to ‘I will 
lift up my eyes.’ 
  
To succeed as one of Canada’s top universities, where new ideas are created, tested and applied through first-
class teaching and research, the University of Calgary needs more of the best minds in our classrooms and labs. 
We’re increasing our scholarly capacity by investing in people who want to change the world, bringing the best 
and brightest to Calgary to form a global intellectual hub and achieve advances that matter to everyone. 
 
About Calgary 
Named a cultural capital of Canada and one of the best places to live in the world, Calgary is a city of leaders – in 
business, community, philanthropy and volunteerism. Calgarians benefit from the strongest economy in the 
nation and enjoy more days of sunshine per year than any other major Canadian city. Calgary is less than an 
hour’s drive from the majestic Rocky Mountains and boasts the most extensive urban pathway and bikeway 
network in North America. 
 
All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. The 
University of Calgary respects, appreciates, and encourages diversity. 
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